E-newsletter Oct 2020

ISA FORUM OF SOCIOLOGY: 23-27 February 2021 (Online)
Deadline for presenters’ registration: December 15, 2020 Tuesday
User Portal: https://isaconf.confex.com/isaconf/forum2020/gateway.cgi

PUBLICATIONS

The Special Issue of the European Journal of European Industrial Relations on “Trade Unions, Climate Change and Just Transition,” edited by Linda Clarke and Carla Lipsig-Mummé (Volume 26, Issue 4, December 2020)
Contributors: Linda Clarke, Carla Lipsig-Mummé, Béla Galgóczi, Adrien Thomas, Nadja Doerflinger, Linda Clarke, Melahat Sahin-Dikmen, Dean Stroud, Claire Evans, Martin Weinel, Paolo Tomassetti
Editorial: Guglielmo Meardi


GLOBAL PETITION

An open letter has been organized in support of Professor Anne-Marie Brady as she is facing a review of her work by the University of Canterbury in New Zealand. More than 180 international experts on China-related matters have signed this Public Letter. This supportive action has been organized by Charles Burton, Senior Fellow at Macdonald-Laurier Institute & European Values Center for Security Policy.

WEBINARS

Dressing-up the dragon? Chinese Media as ‘Soft Power’
Speaker: Professor Daya Thussu, Department of Journalism, Hong Kong Baptist University
6 Nov 2020 Friday, 12:30 – 2:00 pm Zoom

Pluto Press, the Wildcat book webinar series (4 sessions), October – December 2020
How We Organize! #2 and #3
11 Nov 2020 Wednesday and 20 Nov 2020 Friday
“Resisting Amazon, Part 1 – U.S. Communities Confront Amazon from Coast to Coast”
“Resisting Amazon, Part 2 – Worker Exploitation and Resistance across Amazon’s Global Empire”

Speakers: Part 1 (Steve Lang, Dania Rajendra, Filip Stabrowski, Dana M. Williams, Katie Wilson, Daisy Lopez, Andrea Vidaurre); Part 2 (Francesco S. Massimo, Sheheryar Kaoosji, Kim Moody, Peter Olney, Rand Wilson, Christian Zamarroño)

**RC44 COMMUNICATIONS**

**RC44 Board (2018-2022)**

*Michele Ford, President*

*Jörg Nowak, Vice-President for Programme*

*Jenny Chan, Vice-President for Communications*

*Brigette Kenny, Secretary*

*Hwa-Jen Liu, Treasurer*

*Ercuement Celik, Katy Fox-Hodess, Chris Tilly, Board members at-large*

*Janet Munakamwe, Africa Regional Representative*

*Chun-Yi Lee, Asia Regional Representative*

*Michael Gillan, Australia-New Zealand-Oceania Regional Representative*

*Adam Mrozowicki, Eastern Europe Regional Representative*

*Andreas Bieler, Western Europe Regional Representative*

*Hugo Dias, Latin America Regional Representative*

*Evelyn Encalada Grez, North America Regional Representative*

**RC44 Newsletter & RC44 Webpage**

Managed by **Jenny Chan**

**RC44 Facebook**

Moderated by **Katy Fox-Hodess**

**Global Labour Journal**

Editors: **Maria Lorena Cook, Madhumita Dutta, Alexander Gallas, Ben Scully**

Reviews Editor: **Jörg Nowak**

Managing Editor: **Karin Pampalidis**

Consulting Editor: **Robert O’Brien**

Thanks for sharing with RC44 members!

1) Publications
2) Seminars and conferences
3) Job openings
4) Other news (e.g. awards, honors, call for papers, webinars, online petitions, interviews, etc.)

Stay safe and healthy! The next RC44 newsletter will be available on 30 November 2020.